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Animals including humans 

 

The Circle of Life 
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                                                                                     Name: 

I can name the different types of teeth in humans and can explain what they do. 

Use modelling clay to make a model of your bottom row of teeth. Each tooth should be 
moulded individually. Use the mirrors to see inside your mouth and use your tongue to 
feel the shape of your different teeth. Ask the person next to you to check if you have 
made enough teeth. Complete the table below by drawing each type of tooth and 
sticking the correct description beside each one. 

  

Name of Tooth Drawing Description 
 

Incisor 
 
 

  

 
Canine 

 
 

  

 
Premolar 

 
 

  

 
Molar 

 
 

  

 

……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………… 

 

                                                                       

  
These teeth are sharp and 
pointy. They can grip, tear and 
rip food. 

These are the smaller of the 2 
types of chewing teeth. They 
have a crown with 2 points 

These teeth are for biting 
lumps of food. They are at the 
front of the mouth. 

These teeth are at the very back 
of the mouth. They are brilliant at 
crushing and grinding food. They 
have a big crown with 4 points. 
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                                                                     Names: 

We can write a scientific explanation 

Write a narration script to explain what happens in the mouth when food is 
bitten and chewed. Explain the job that is done by each type of tooth and why 
each has its own particular shape. Use the key words to help you.  
 

 

  

Incisors, canines, premolars, molars, shape, crown, enamel, root, pointed, points, flat, 
bite, tear, grip, rip, crush, grind, chew, mix, tongue, saliva, swallow,  
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Session 3 Teachers’ Notes 

Resources 

• If you have a model set of teeth or model skeleton or skull with teeth, this would be a great 
resource to have out for the children to handle and explore. Don’t worry though if you do 
not - using mirrors and looking at each other’s teeth will be perfectly adequate for the 
purposes of this lesson. 

• If you have to slice your apple quarters some time before they are needed, it is easy to 
prevent them from going brown by submerging them in salty water for a few minutes, e.g. 2 
teaspoons of salt stirred into a litre of water. Then simply tip them into a sieve or colander 
and rinse them with clean water before putting them onto your plate or tub for the lesson. 

 

Dental hygiene and Care 

The session is primarily focused on teaching the types of teeth in the human mouth and their 
function but learning about dental hygiene and the reasons for tooth decay is also important. The 
final slide on the Teaching PowerPoint will provide a great starting point for discussions on this but 
you may decide to devote further time to this by: 

• Inviting a dentist, dental nurse or hygienist into school to run a session on dental care 
• Designing posters or leaflets to teach others about the importance of good dental care 
• Asking the children to bring their toothbrushes to school in a clean sealable bag and running 

a tooth brushing workshop. You could use a 2 minute timer to demonstrate how long they 
should brush. You could also consider using disclosing tablets (with a child with permission) 
to demonstrate where plaque collects in the mouth and how thorough brushing can remove 
it. 
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